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Introduction

The first embryo transfer after polar body diagnosis (PBD) for a monogenic disorder as a very early form of preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) was reported by Verlinsky and his colleagues in 1990 [1]. In several countries PGD for both, monogenic as well as chromosomal conditions, is today an accepted tool for a restricted patient cohort to realize their family planning. More than 15,000 prospective PGD cycles have been registered by the ESHRE PGD consortium so far (data collections I–VIII up to December 2005). However, PBD cycles still account in the ESHRE data collection for less than 1% [2]. In Germany PBD is currently the only legal option to perform PGD. We summarize the current status on PBD for monogenic disorders in Germany, the results at our center in Regensburg and the suggested practical approach for German couples interested in PBD for monogenic disorders.

Prerequisites

Legal Regulations in Germany

The handling of gametes is strictly regulated within the framework of the German Embryo protection act [3] and recently in addition has been extensively reviewed [4]. Although PGD is not directly addressed in the act, prohibition of any form of genetic testing of blastomeres (cells of the blastocyst, e.g. 8 cell stage embryo) can be assumed based on the immanent exclusion from further development and subsequent disposal of blastocysts identified to carry the disease causing mutation(s). Likewise, PBD is not a direct issue of the Embryo protection act. However, in contrast to PGD, genetic diagnosis by PBD is carried out on polar bodies of oocytes and not on embryos according to the legal text (prior to fusion of the pronuclei) hence allowing disposal of mutant pronuclear stage (PN stage) oocytes. Furthermore, PBD was on the agenda of the National Ethics Council in 2004, which confirmed general compliance with both ethical as well as German legal regulations at least for the application for monogenic disorders (see http://www.nationalerethikrat.de) [5]. However, PBD still requires the handling of impregnated oocytes immediately before the fusion of the nuclei (emergence of a human embryo), and therefore any PBD application should be performed with greatest care, considering not only the clinical indication for each individual case, but also potential alternatives for the couple, accuracy of the testing procedure as well as the general ethical context. The development of national guidelines is desirable.

Medical Requirements

Considering these ethical as well as genetic aspects, each PBD should be accompanied by extensive interdisciplinary counseling of the couple prior to, during as well as after performed PBD:

- Genetic counseling should address age at the onset, clinical course, phenotypic spectrum of the particular monogenic disorder as well as the recurrence risk according to the Mendelian trait and potential alternatives including regular PND to realize family planning.
- Reproductive medicine should assess potential fertility problems of both partners (ultrasound, hormone and semen analyses) and explain the procedure of assisted reproductive techniques (ART) by intracytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI) as well as its risks and success rates considering the individual couple according to the current guidelines of the German Medical Association [6].
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Genetic requirements for PBD for monogenic disorders are:

- Identified disease causing mutation in the women planning to undergo PBD, which frequently is preceded by mutation detection in an index case of the family affected by the particular disorder. PBD only allows exclusion of mutation-positive impregnated oocytes from further development. Therefore, PBD in general is applicable for any Mendelian disorder, for which the mother is a heterozygous mutation carrier: e.g. any autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or X-chromosomal inherited disorder.
- PBD cannot be offered for mitochondrial diseases, homozygous or compound heterozygous female mutation carriers of an autosomal recessive disease or heterozygous male mutation carriers of an autosomal dominantly inherited disorder.
- Mutation testing using only closely linked informative markers (indirect PBD) in addition requires blood or DNA sample(s) of at least one further close relative with known mutation status.
- Genes localized in complex genomic regions, e.g. with high genomic instability and/or large duplicated genomic regions may not be suitable for PBD.

Financial Requirements
Molecular genetic testing of polar bodies for monogenic disorders is not part of the regular list of services covered by the public health insurance funds. Couples can apply for individual cost coverage if a couple as well as the ART center in Regensburg will be informed as soon as the family-specific genetic assay has been established to arrange parallel personal contact at both the genetic and the ART center close to her hometown, all necessary information will be passed on to the respective colleagues by phone and treatment will be coordinated by the ART center in Regensburg.

How To Proceed
For couples interested in PBD who meet the requirements, we recommend the following steps:

1. Personal contact to a human genetics center offering PBD for monogenic disorders to discuss if testing for the particular disorder and mutation for this family will be available. In addition, further detailed information can be obtained upfront e.g. through the homepage of our center [http://www.humanagenetik-regensburg.de](http://www.humanagenetik-regensburg.de) and [http://www.kinderwunsch-regensburg.de](http://www.kinderwunsch-regensburg.de).

2. As a next step we recommend personal contact of the couple either at an ART center close to their hometown or as a combined personal contact both at our human genetics center as well as the ART center in Regensburg to assess in detail the genetic as well as medical situation prior to a decision of the couple for PBD. At our center the couple will also receive detailed information on genetic testing and on assisted reproduction both verbally as well as with a written consent form. In addition, further information regarding the individual situation of the couple including potential cost coverage may be passed on.

3. If the couple decides to proceed with PBD, we require at our center submission of the signed consent form for testing, assisted reproduction and cost coverage and then will start to develop the individual family-specific genetic testing assay within a timeframe of 3–6 months.

4. The couple and the ART center in Regensburg will be informed as soon as the family-specific genetic assay has been established to arrange parallel personal contact at both the genetic and the ART center to obtain a fresh blood sample of the patient for determination of the allele dropout rate and to plan the first ICSI cycle. If stimulation is considered at an ART center close to her hometown, all necessary information will be passed on to the respective colleagues by phone and treatment will be coordinated by the ART center in Regensburg.

5. In the genetic laboratory we will perform a validation of the established test system using Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) for single cells from a fresh blood sample of the patient. If necessary we will further optimize the multiplex Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) for single-cell application and finally calculate the individual allele dropout rate. As soon as the system is ready for use the couple as well as the participating ART center(s) will be informed in order to plan the first ART cycle in close contact between the couple, the human genetics laboratory and the ART center(s).

6. In vitro fertilization (IVF) and intracytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI) as a prerequisite for PBD are not different from any regular IVF-ICSI cycle performed for couples with fertility problems (for further details see [http://www.kinderwunsch-regensburg.de](http://www.kinderwunsch-regensburg.de)).

Establishing the Family-Specific Assay System
Main reasons for the low availability of PBD for monogenic disorders in Germany are the tight timeframe and the very time- and cost-intensive development and implementation of specific assays (including 24-h work and night shifts).

If a couple contacts our center for PBD the procedure first starts with a check-up of the principal feasibility in this specific setting based on the medical findings (already known mutation in the family) and sequence information of the respective gene. Especially a high degree of homology to other genes of the same gene family, pseudogenes and repetitive sequences will render a polar body diagnosis impossible.

Whenever possible a direct diagnostic assay is preferred (Fig. 1), consisting of 2 closely linked polymorphic (variable number tandem repeats = VNTR) markers and direct detection of the mutation with a suitable method (e.g. length polymorphism in case of a repeat disorder or mini-sequencing). If direct detection of the mutation is impossible (e.g. for large
deletions, insertions or repeat expansions) an indirect diagnosis can be performed using at least 3, but preferably 4, closely linked polymorphic markers.

For this purpose, commercially available VNTR markers can be selected or new potential polymorphic VNTR markers will be searched based on the known DNA sequences. Suitable markers should be located as closely as possible to the mutation of interest to minimize crossover events between the mutation and the VNTR markers and should allow for a reproducible amplification starting with a single haploid cell. An efficient and reproducible amplification is necessary in order to get a low allele dropout rate. For the selection of the respective markers the frequency of heterozygous in the population is negligible. The main criterion is whether the particular patient is heterozygote for this marker or not. After selecting markers the allele segregation of these markers within the family has to be established to determine which of the two alleles of the female patient is linked to the mutation or the wild-type allele, respectively.

In the next step suitable primers are tested in multiplex PCR reactions. Testing and optimization of these multiplex PCR reactions for high reproducibility and amplification efficiency is the most laborious part of the assay set-up. Starting with single cells of a control person and the patient, different parameters of the PCR reaction are optimized (e.g. annealing temperature, magnesium concentration, buffer, different Taq polymerases, several PCR enhancers etc.)

Different methods are available for direct mutation detection. A major criterion in Germany is the tight timeframe. While small insertions and deletions can be easily detected using fluorescently labeled primers to visualize the length polymorphism generated by the mutation, point mutations need a different detection method. In our laboratory a mini-sequencing application (SnapShot kit, Applied Biosystems) is used to get a reliable information about the nucleotide at the mutation site within the given timeframe [7].

The final assay should give a reproducible result and even amplification of all alleles of all markers with a low ADO (allele dropout) rate that can be performed for approximately 10–15 first and second polar bodies within a timeframe of approximately 12 hours, respectively. Due to the very small amount of DNA, ADO events are unavoidable. However, precaution can be taken to minimize the number of ADO events. Furthermore, analysis of several polymorphic markers per cell allows detecting ADO events by combining the results of all markers.

**Assisted Reproduction**

After the establishment of an appropriate PBD assay, regular hormonal stimulation of the patient is scheduled and started preferentially at an ART center close to the patient’s hometown in close con-
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Discussion

At our own center, we have so far applied PBD for 16 female mutation carriers for nine monogenic disorders (cystic fibrosis, Huntington’s disease, tuberous sclerosis, fragile-X-syndrome, neurofibromatosis, Norrie disease, spino-cerebellar ataxia type 1, myotonic dystrophy, and dystrophinopathies). In each cycle, both polar bodies were sequentially removed and genetically assessed within 22 hours after oocyte retrieval. In our experience, evaluation of both polar bodies allows to independently confirm the results of the first polar body in case of a hemizygous situation. But, more importantly, oocytes with a heterozygous first polar body can only be diagnosed in the presence of an accurate diagnosis for the second polar body and otherwise would need to be discarded. Table 1 gives the results of 35 PBD cycles performed at our center from 2001–2008 in comparison to the results of 500 PGD cycles for the calendar year 2005 published by the ESHRE PDG Consortium [2]. In our PBD program 261 oocytes were biopsied and 145 oocytes could be diagnosed. The rate of positive pregnancy tests per transfer was similarly as high with 39.1 % as in the PGD group on blastomeres with 38.5 %. In contrast to the genetic diagnosis on blastomeres, the clinical pregnancy and birth rates after PBD were significantly higher with 30 % per transfer versus 27 % and 23 %, respectively. One third-trimester pregnancy was included in the calculation of the birth rate. Six patients gave birth to 8 healthy children and one patient with neurofibromatosis has a third-trimester ongoing pregnancy. Five children after PBD for cystic fibrosis (1 twin pregnancy) and three children after PBD for Norrie disease (1 twin pregnancy) were born. The good preliminary pregnancy rate after PBD in our patient cohort when compared to PGD may be in part explained by the arguments that (I) the integrity of the embryo is not injured through the removal of the polar bodies and (II) the in vitro culture of the embryos does not have to be extended from two to five or six days as a potential additional interference with the developing embryo. This thesis is supported by recent data from Mastenbroek et al [8], who reported a lower pregnancy rate after PGD on blastomeres in comparison to control groups without PGD. For a successful PGD and PBD with subsequent pregnancy, an adequate number of intact oocytes is necessary. All patients who gave birth to children after PBD at our center were younger than 37 years (median age at conception: 33 years). However, even in those younger women the very particular monogenic disorders, which prompt PBD, may at the same time be associated with a reduced ovarian reserve. In particular heterozygous female carriers of the Fragile-X repeat expansion are known to carry a substantially increased risk for premature hypergonadotropic ovarian failure. Furthermore, PBD for X-chromosomal as well as autosomal recessive disorders requires discarding of substantially more oocytes when compared to PGD, because the paternal genetic contribution can not be considered. In the presence of a reduced number of available oocytes PBD therefore can result in a higher number of cycles without embryo transfer, an important disadvantage of PBD when compared to PGD, which should be discussed with the couple particularly in the setting of older women and/or a known reduced ovarian reserve. We recently reported the first clinical pregnancy after PBD on vitrified oocytes [9]. Whether this additional vitrification of oocytes may be suitable to

Table 1: Results for PBD cycles performed for single gene disorders in Regensburg and in the ESHRE PDG Consortium [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PBD Regensburg</th>
<th>PGD Consortium 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycle to OR</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number infertile</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female age (years)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCs</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>6716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>injected (MII oocytes)</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>5588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN stages/fertilized</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>3979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transferred embryos</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycles to ET</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCG positive (&gt; 5 IU/l)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive heart beat</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical pregnancy rate (% per OR)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical pregnancy rate (% per ET)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number fetal heart beat</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implantation rate¹</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deliveries²</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery rate (% per ET)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PBD, preimplantation genetic diagnosis; PBD, polar body diagnosis; OR, oocyte retrieval; COCs, cumulus-oocyte complexes; MII oocytes, metaphase II oocytes; PN stages, pronuclear stage oocytes; ET, embryo transfer. ¹fetal hearts/100 embryos transferred. ²Ongoing third-trimester pregnancy included.
collect oocytes from several successive oocyte retrieval cycles before the PBD cycle foremost in older patients with reduced ovarian reserve and hence improves the PBD results still needs to be demonstrated.

We show that PBD for monogenic disorders on first and second polar bodies can be performed under the tight regulations of the German Embryo protection act and today is an accepted option for a small cohort of informed families. The remaining recurrence risk after PBD needs to be addressed and requires offering of conventional PND in a subsequent pregnancy. Further studies are necessary to assess if PBD may perhaps result in a higher pregnancy rate than PGD because of the preserved integrity of the embryo. However, the obvious disadvantages of PBD, in particular the lack of access to the paternal genetic information, should prompt reconsiderations to generate legal premises for PGD in Germany. This may be part of a larger national initiative to prospectively collect and evaluate data on all PBD cycles in Germany for both monogenic as well as chromosomal conditions and bring together the expertise and efforts of all active German PBD centers to develop national standards covering all medical and methodical aspects of PGD.

## Practical Aspects

The results of 35 polar body diagnosis (PBD) cycles performed at our center confirm that this method is a valuable tool for preimplantation diagnosis (PGD) in families at risk of transmitting a monogenic disorder. Although our experience with PBD cycles is limited, we found that the delivery rate is higher after PBD compared to PGD with blastomere biopsy (30 vs. 23%). Furthermore, to increase the number of oocytes available for a PBD cycle in women with a diminished ovarian reserve, vitrification of oocytes collected from several preceding stimulation cycles has been carried out successfully.
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